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ABSTRACT

Server-side web applications are vulnerable to request races. While

some previous studies of real-world request races exist, they primar-

ily focus on the root cause of these bugs. To better combat request

races in server-side web applications, we need a deep understanding

of their characteristics. In this paper, we provide a complementary

focus on race effects and fixes with an enlarged set of request races

from web applications developed with Object-Relational Mapping

(ORM) frameworks. We revisit characterization questions used in

previous studies on newly included request races, distinguish the

external and internal effects of request races, and relate request-

race fixes with concurrency control mechanisms in languages and

frameworks for developing server-side web applications.

Our study reveals that: (1) request races from ORM-based web

applications share the same characteristics as those from raw-SQL

web applications; (2) request races violating application semantics

without explicit crashes and error messages externally are common,

and latent request races, which only corrupt some shared resource

internally but require extra requests to expose the misbehavior,

are also common; and (3) various fix strategies other than using

synchronization mechanisms are used to fix request races. We ex-

pect that our results can help developers better understand request

races and guide the design and development of tools for combating

request races.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Software defect analysis;

Software reliability; Concurrency control; Organizing principles

for web applications; Consistency.

KEYWORDS

web-application request races, characteristic study, Object-Relational

Mapping, external and internal effects, fix strategies
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern web applications, ranging from e-commerce websites to

social media platforms, regularly handle a large volume of incoming

requests and generate their corresponding responses. The most

common architecture used in modern web applications is the 3-

tier architecture: i) the presentation tier contains user interface

scripts of web applications, ii) the application tier hosts back-end

scripts developed using different languages, e.g., Python, Java, Perl,

PHP, or Ruby, and these scripts contain request handlers to handle

HTTP requests from users, and iii) the data tier hosts a database

management system for storing and retrieving persistent data.

The presentation tier communicates with the application tier us-

ingHTTP requests, which are handled by request-handler scripts on

the application layer. The application layer interacts with the data

tier either using raw SQL queries, e.g., in the LAMP (Linux, Apache,

MySQL, and PHP) stack, or using Object-Relational Mapping (ORM)

support from programming frameworks, e.g., Ruby-on-Rails.

Upon receiving HTTP requests, the servers hosting web appli-

cations initiate respective request-handler scripts to process the

user requests. The initiated request handlers could access shared

resources. While handling concurrent requests, request handlers

running concurrently could access shared resources in different

orders, and request races occur when the execution of these con-

current request handlers on the server-side can lead to erroneous

behaviors depending on the order of shared-resource accesses [72].

Request races pose threats to the reliability and security [31] of

web applications. Some recent web applications failures due to re-

quest races have damaged the reputation of famous companies and

incurred financial losses, e.g., Starbucks gift-card duplicate balance

transfer [46], Flexcoin bankruptcy caused by wallet overdraw [42],

and Instacart coupon double redemption [41].

To help the understanding of request races and guide the design

of tools for combating request races, we recently studied 157 server-

side request races collected from popular open-source web applica-

tions that are developed with different languages and frameworks,
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i.e., PHP, Perl, Python, C#, Java, Ruby-on-Rails, and Node.js [72].

The results of this study guided the design of a dynamic race de-

tection and inference tool employing novel techniques to model

happens-before relationships between HTTP requests handled by

web applications. We also pointed out that request races between re-

quest handlers are different from races in multi-threaded programs

that are used in the 3-tier architecture, e.g., Apache and MySQL,

and thus they cannot benefit from the significant research progress

on races in multi-threaded programs during the last decade.

Although our previous study [72] is the first to comprehensively

explore request races to date in open-source web applications, it

still has significant limitations.

First, its coverage of request races in ORM-based web applica-

tions is limited, i.e., it only includes 35 request races from one web

application developed with Hibernate and three developed with

Ruby-on-Rails. It is not clear if request races from a more diverse

set of ORM-based web applications share the same characteristics

as in raw-SQL web applications.

Secondly, its characterization on the effects of request races does

not differentiate external effects, i.e., how errors impact users as

failures, and internal effects, i.e., how errors may corrupt inter-

nal data and propagate in different layers of the application. In a

previous study of concurrency bugs in the multi-threaded MySQL,

Fonseca et al. differentiated the external effects and internal effects

of the concurrency bugs being studied, the distinction of which led

to new findings and insights [45]. However, such a distinction was

not made in our previous study of request races [72].

Lastly, its characterization on the fix strategies did not relate to

the commonly used concurrency control primitives provided by

ORM frameworks. Particularly, Bailis et al. summarized and studied

the usage of feral concurrency control primitives of Ruby-on-Rails

in web applications [37]. However, it is not clear how common these

primitives are used by programmers to fix request races in ORM-

based web applications, and it is also not clear whether some fixes

in raw-SQL web applications can also be viewed as equivalent to

some feral concurrency control primitives from ORM frameworks.

To address the limitations mentioned above, we conduct a study

with analyses focusing on the effects and fix strategies of real-world

request races on 157 request races that have already been studied

by us [72] and 92 request races from ORM-based applications that

have not been studied before. Our study primarily focuses on the

following three research questions:

• RQ1:What are the characteristics of request races in ORM-

based web applications? Do they share the same character-

istics with raw-SQL web applications on racing-resource

types, root-cause patterns, and manifestation conditions?

• RQ2: What are the external effects of requests races that

affect users using theweb applications?What are the internal

effects of request races that cause errors in internal data?

• RQ3: How often do developers use the feral concurrency

control mechanisms provided by ORM frameworks to fix

request races? Do developers take similar strategies when

fixing request races in raw-SQL web applications?

To answer these research questions, we first pick four popular

ORM frameworks in different programming languages, which are

Django in Python, Hibernate in Java, Laravel in PHP, and Ruby-

on-Rails in Ruby. We then search for open-source real-world web

applications on GitHub developed with these ORM frameworks,

and we keep those active projects with more than 2K stars. We also

include applications from the previous work. To this end, we include

7 web applications using raw-SQL, 7 in Django, 2 in Hibernate, 2

in Laravel, 12 in Ruby-on-Rails, and 11 in Node.js, and we study a

total of 249 request races from these applications.

We study this set of request races to answer the three research

questions. OnRQ1, we find that request races fromORM-basedweb

applications share the same characteristics as those from raw-SQL

web applications. On RQ2, we characterize the external effects of

request races into five types, i.e., crash, errors, performance, hang,

and semantics. Our results suggest that semantics is the most dom-

inant external effect to users, where the effects are not as easy to

notice as crashes or errors. We further categorize request races as la-

tent and non-latent, indicating whether extra requests are needed to

make the errors externally visible as failures. We find that 93 of our

studied request races are latent, and we further study the internal

effects of these latent request races to understand why the semantic

assumption is violated. On RQ3, we find that only a very small

number of studied request races are fixed using feral concurrency

control primitives, even in ORM-based web applications.

We expect our results to provide a deep understanding of the

characteristics of real-world request races from a diverse set of web

applications, which can benefit both application developers and tool

developers. For tool developers, our results can guide the design of

tools for different purposes, e.g., race detection for ORM-based web

applications with our results on RQ1, applying the effect-oriented

approach to detect a diverse set of request races with our results

on RQ2, and designing automated request-race fixing tools with

our results on RQ3.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first

present some background related to our research questions and

define some essential terms in Section 2. Then, we introduce the

methodology of our study in Section 3. We present our results on

the three research questions in Sections 4, 5, and 6, respectively,

and we discuss future research opportunities in Section 7. After

that, we present related work in Section 8 and discuss threats to

validity in Section 9. Finally, we conclude in Section 10. Our dataset

can be found at https://github.com/caseqiu213/MSR2022_dataset.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we present some background related to each of our

research questions and define some necessary terms.

Unserializable interleaving patterns. In our previous study,

request races were categorized as either atomicity violations or

order violations, and unserializable interleaving patterns in atomic-

ity violations were summarized [72]. In RQ1, we follow the same

methodology and label each new bug we study.

Each unserializable pattern consists of three or four operations.

Each operation is represented with a single letter, or a group of

letters enclosed in a pair of parentheses “()” and separated by

‘|’, indicating multiple possibilities. The first and third operations

are from one request. The second and fourth are from the second

request and marked with ‘′’.

The pattern of (𝜖 |𝑅)𝑅′(𝐴|𝑊 |𝐷) (𝐴′|𝑊 ′|𝐷 ′|𝑅′)was themost com-

mon one from our previous study [72], where 𝜖 stands for NULL
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operations, 𝑅 stands for read operations including database select,

file/dir read, and cache read, 𝐴 stands for append operations in-

cluding database insert, file append, file/dir create, and cache add,

𝑊 stands for write operations including database update, file over-

write, and cache set or replace, and 𝐷 stands for delete operations

including database delete, file/dir delete, and cache delete.

Note that unlike unserializable interleaving patterns in multi-

threaded programs, where memory operations are usually modeled

as read operations or write operations only, it is necessary to sepa-

rately model append operations and delete operations for shared-

resource accesses in request races of web applications [72, 85].

External effects and internal effects. In RQ2, we distinguish

the external effects of request races, which are exposed to users,

from the internal effects, which impact the internal storage and

further propagate across the application code. As the study by

Fonseca et al. studied concurrency bugs in MySQL [45], but we will

study request races in web applications, our results are different

due to the difference of study subjects.

In our previous work [72], database races were categorized as

having effects of database error on duplicate data insertion, appli-

cation error caused by duplicate data, inconsistent or stale view,

misleading error message, and program crash or failure; file races

have the effects of duplicate file or directory creation, file data cor-

ruption, non-existing file or directory error, and misleading error

message; cache races have inconsistent or stale view.

However, the effect categorization mixes external effects and

internal effects. For example, Moodle 40891 was previously labeled

as duplicate directory creation. This is the internal effect happening

in the file system, and on the user-side, users are exposed to an

error of invalid permission.

ORM feral concurrency control. Modern ORM frameworks

provide two types of feral concurrency control primitives on top of

transaction and locking [37], and they are:

(1) Application-level validation. Before saving a record to data-

base, the ORM framework runs a set of validations and only saves

the record after all validations pass. The validations ensure, for

example, the record does not contain a null value for a specific field

or the record does not exist and therefore is unique in the database.

(2) Application-level association. The association is a connection

between two records, which acts like a foreign key in the database.

By checking if a field is present in the database, it is ensured that

the association is indeed valid.

Because these concurrency control strategies are in the appli-

cation level and operate external to the database, they are termed

as feral concurrency control mechanisms. In RQ3, we explore the

relationships between fixes and the feral concurrency control prim-

itives provided by ORM frameworks.

In addition, the previous work [37] also applied the theory of

invariant confluence [36] to feral concurrency control mechanisms,

where invariant confluence (I-confluence) is a condition that if

transactions maintain correct database states regarding an invari-

ant when they execute in isolation, concurrent execution of these

transactions can yield another correct state. The authors showed

that some feral concurrency control mechanisms, e.g., uniqueness

validation, are not I-confluent, which indicates concurrent transac-

tion execution could violate the validation and are still vulnerable

to request races.

Table 1:Web applications andnumbers of bugs being studied

Application Type Application
Framework /
Language

Number on
Server Side

Raw-SQL

DNN [8] -/C# 4
Bugzilla [3] -/Perl 11
Drupal [9] -/PHP 31
MediaWiki [12] -/PHP 28
Moodle [13] -/PHP 15
WordPress [29] -/PHP 18
Odoo [15] -/Python 2

ORM-based

Oscar [18] Django/Python 2
PostHog [20] Django/Python 3
Redash [21] Django/Python 4
Saleor [24] Django/Python 4
Sentry [25] Django/Python 8
Weblate [28] Django/Python 6
Zulip [30] Django/Python 8
BroadLeaf [2] Hibernate/Java 2
OpenMRS [16] Hibernate/Java 3
October [14] Laravel/PHP 1
Pixelfed [19] Laravel/PHP 2
AlchemyCMS [1] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 1
Canvas LMS [4] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 29
Danbooru [5] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 3
diaspora* [6] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 2
Discourse [7] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 9
Gitlab [10] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 30
LinuxFr.org [11] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 1
OpenProject [17] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 2
Redmine [22] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 2
ROR [23] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 1
Sharetribe [26] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 2
Spree [27] Ruby-on-Rails/Ruby 4

Node.js-based [11 applications]a Node.js/Javascript 11

Total 249
a We omit the names of the 11 Node.js-based applications each with one bug, and they
can be found in our dataset.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our methodology on how we collect

and study request races.

Application and Bug Selection.We start from the bugs in our

previous study [72] collected from the bug tracking systems of real-

world open-source web applications. Although this bug set covers

three different types of paradigms and languages, i.e., (1) classical

ones that access databases by constructing raw SQL queries di-

rectly, (2) those implemented on top of Object-Relational-Mapping

(ORM) frameworks, and (3) those implemented on top of the Node.js

framework, the coverage on ORM-based web applications is not

extensive. Specifically, only 35 request races from three web ap-

plications developed with Ruby-on-Rails and two request races

from OpenMRS developed with Hibernate for Java are included.

We extend the selection of ORM frameworks to include Laravel for

PHP and Django for Python. Note that the previous study miscate-

gorized OpenMRS as an application that directly constructs SQL

queries access database.

To find more ORM-based web applications, we search for open-

source projects on GitHub that are labeled with the four ORM

framework names, and we choose web applications with more than

2K stars. We also exclude applications that have been archived

or inactive since 2017. After getting the set of applications, we

follow a similar methodology as used by previous studies of con-

currency bugs in multi-threaded applications [45, 64], performance
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Table 2: Overall results on racing resource types, root cause patterns, manifestation conditions, and unserializable patterns

for atomicity violations

raw-SQL Django Hibernate Laravel Ruby on Rails Node.js Total

Number of bugs studied 109 35 5 3 86 11 249

Racing-Resource Types

Database 69 31 1 2 71 4 178

File 24 2 2 1 6 0 35

Cache only 10 0 0 0 2 0 12

Cache with database 5 1 0 0 0 0 6

Shared-memory data structure 1 1 2 0 7 7 18

Root Cause Patterns and Manifestation Conditions

Atomicity violation with two instances of the same request handler 73 19 4 3 53 6 158

Atomicity violation with two different request handlers 35 12 1 0 10 2 60

Order violation within one request handler 1 4 0 0 23 3 31

Unserializable Patterns for Atomicity Violation

(𝜖 |𝑅)𝑅′ (𝐴 |𝑊 |𝐷) (𝐴′ |𝑊 ′ |𝐷′ |𝑅′) 91 28 5 3 60 4 191

𝐴(𝐴′ |𝑅′ |𝑊 ′)𝐴 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

𝑊 (𝐴′ |𝑅′) (𝑊 |𝐴) 2 1 0 0 1 0 4

𝐷𝐷′𝐴𝐴′ 4 0 0 0 0 0 4

(𝐴 |𝑊 ) (𝐴′ |𝐷′ |𝑊 ′)𝑅 9 2 0 0 2 4 17

bugs in web applications [76, 79, 80], and non-deadlock concur-

rency bugs [43, 72, 78] and deadlock bugs in web applications [71]

to collect more request races. Specifically, we first search several

keywords that are related to races in the bug tracking system and

commit history, e.g., “race(s),” “concurrent/concurrency,” and “syn-

chronize.” After the keyword search, we get 123, 20, 16, and 101

results from web applications developed using Django, Hibernate,

Laravel, and Ruby-on-Rails, respectively. We then manually filter

out bugs that are obviously not a race, e.g., results with keywords

appearing as substrings or used in a different context. We also

exclude bugs that are closed without fixes.

To this end, we find 92 new server-side request races from appli-

cations based on these four ORM frameworks, and all these bugs

have sufficient information for us to understand and are in closed

status with committed fixes. Note that we also find 37 new client-

side races, which we do not investigate further given our focus on

server-side request races. Combining with the 157 server-side re-

quest races from the previous study, we study a total of 249 request

races, where 109 are in classical web applications, 129 in ORM-

based web applications, and 11 in Node.js-based web applications.

Table 1 lists the names of the applications and the number of bugs

being studied.

Report-Study Methodology. In our study, the analysis focuses

on formulating characterization questions and characterizing our

collected bugs along with these questions. We start with character-

ization questions used in our previous study [72]. To come up with

new characterization questions, we also leverage the existing stud-

ies, i.e., one on the external and internal effects in multi-threaded

programs [45] and the other on feral concurrency control [37].

To answer RQ1, we first double-check the characterization re-

sults of the 157 bugs in our previous study, and we then follow the

same methodology to characterize the 92 newly collected bugs. To

answer RQ2, we get inspiration from the previous study on the

internal and external effects of concurrency bugs in MySQL [45].

We study the external effects of request races. Then, we categorize

request races as latent and non-latent. For latent request races, we

further study their internal effects. To answer RQ3, we match fix

strategies against the types of concurrency control primitives in

programming languages and frameworks for web applications, and

we further categorize fix strategies that are not just using existing

concurrency control primitives. On RQ2 and RQ3, we study both

the 92 newly collected bugs and the 157 previously studied bugs.

With the characterization questions, two authors first individu-

ally examine available resources for each bug, including the bug

report description, reproducing steps if available, developers’ dis-

cussion, source code, and intermediate and final patches, to charac-

terize each bug. Then, the two authors cross-check their results to

reach an agreement on the characterization results. This process

helps to further reduce threats to credibility and validity.

4 RQ1: ROOT CAUSE PATTERNS

Following the same characterization methodology in our previous

study [72], we characterize request races newly collected from

ORM-based web applications along with three aspects, i.e., racing

resource types, root cause patterns, and manifestation conditions.

Overall, we find that request races from ORM-based web applica-

tions share similar characteristics as those studied in the previous

study on these aspects. Table 2 summarizes our findings among

applications using four popular ORM frameworks in different pro-

gramming languages, together with our previous results of raw-SQL

and Node.js applications. Note that our previous study [72] included

few request races in ORM-based web applications.

Racing resource types. Databases, files, cache using modules

like Redis or Memcached, and shared-memory data structures are

still the racing resources we find in applications using ORM frame-

works as in our previous study [72]. We note that most bugs racing

on cache are found in raw-SQL applications. We also note that most

bugs racing on shared-memory data structure are found in applica-

tions using Node.js or ORM frameworks, while only one such bug

is found in raw-SQL applications. The one shared-memory data

structure race in raw-SQL is MediaWiki 28179. MediaWiki uses

$_SESSION to store records of uploaded files, and when concurrent

file uploading happens, users notice that $_SESSIONmisses records.

This problem happens because the application checks if an entry

associated with the file name is null and creates an empty array if

it is. Concurrent uploading of the same file will be written to the

same entry, and one record is overwritten by the other.
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Table 3: Overall results on external effects. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of latent request races.

raw-SQL Django Hibernate Laravel Ruby on Rails Node.js Total

Number of bugs studied 109 (43) 35 (15) 5 (1) 3 (2) 86 (27) 11 (5) 249 (93)

Database

Crash due to unhandled errors 0 13 (0) 1 (0) 0 18 (0) 0 32 (0)

Error from DB 25 (0) 0 0 0 8 (0) 0 33 (0)

Error from application 7 (1) 1 (0) 0 0 5 (0) 0 13 (1)

Performance 1 (0) 0 0 0 0 0 1 (0)

Semantics-Read partially-updated, corrupted data 3(0) 0 0 0 3 (0) 0 6 (0)

Semantics-Return data not matching the current page 0 1 (0) 0 0 3 (0) 0 4 (0)

Semantics-Read after write not returning the just written data 1 (0) 2 (0) 0 0 10 (0) 1 (0) 14 (0)

Semantics-Data being silently overwritten 16 (16) 11 (11) 0 1 (1) 14 (14) 2 (2) 44 (44)

Semantics-Duplicate entries 16 (16) 3 (3) 0 1 (1) 10 (10) 1 (1) 31 (31)

File

Crash due to unhandled errors 2 (0) 0 0 1 (0) 1 (0) 0 4 (0)

Error from file call 13 (0) 0 0 0 2 (0) 0 15 (0)

Error from application 2 (0) 1 (0) 0 0 0 0 3 (0)

Semantics-Read corrupted file content 6 (4) 1 (1) 2 (1) 0 3 (1) 0 12 (7)

Semantics-Read corrupted directory structure 1 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 1 (1)

Cache only

Semantics-Page component having wrong data 6 (4) 0 0 0 1 (1) 0 7 (5)

Semantics-Page component having empty data 4 (0) 0 0 0 1 (1) 0 5 (1)

Cache with database

Semantics-Cache does not load updated DB data 5 (0) 1 (0) 0 0 0 0 6 (0)

Shared-memory data structure

Crash due to unhandled errors 0 1 (0) 1 (0) 0 1 (0) 2 (0) 5 (0)

Error from application 0 0 1 (0) 0 4 (0) 1 (0) 6 (0)

Hang 0 0 0 0 0 2 (0) 2 (0)

Semantics-Partial or wrong data stored 0 0 0 0 2 (0) 2 (2) 4 (2)

Semantics-Miss records 1 (1) 0 0 0 0 0 1 (1)

Root-cause patterns and manifestation conditions. Similar

to our previous study [72], atomicity violation and order violation

are still the two root-cause patterns of race bugs in applications

using ORM frameworks. For all bugs that manifest as atomicity

violations, they involve two request handlers, and they are inter-

request races. For all bugs that manifest as order violations, they

only require one request handler, and they are intra-request races.

Atomicity violations could either involve two instances of the

same request handler or two different request handlers. Some early

dynamic request detection techniques [54, 68] can only detect the

former case, and more advanced techniques that model happens-

before relationships between different request handlers are essen-

tial for handling the latter case [72]. In raw-SQL web applications,

around one-third of the studied atomicity violations are between

two different request handlers, while the ratio is around one-fourth

in ORM-based web applications. This shows that it is still impor-

tant to detect request races between different request handlers in

ORM-based web applications, and the happens-before relationship

modeling techniques in ReqRacer [72] could be leveraged.

Following the previous study, we also further categorize the pat-

terns of unserializable interleavings in atomicity violations, and

the last six rows in Table 2 show the numbers. Our study shows

that ORM-based web applications share the same patterns of unse-

rializable interleavings, and similar to raw-SQL applications, most

cases fall into pattern one.

All order violation bugs we study are caused by asynchronous ex-

ecution. Since Node.js and ORM frameworks have built-in support

for asynchronous execution, applications based on these frame-

works are more prone to order violation bugs. As a result, almost

all such bugs are found in those applications, and only one order

violation bug is found in raw-SQL applications.

5 RQ2: EFFECTS

In the following sections, we are going to distinguish the external

effects of races, which are exposed to users, and the internal effects

of races, which impact the internal storage. As we collect more

bugs from web applications using ORM frameworks to compare

them with races in raw-SQL and Node.js web applications, we will

also have a better understanding of requests races in all these three

types of web applications. Table 3 shows the overall results, and

we discuss the results in detail below.

5.1 External Effects of Races

We define the external effects as the effects that are exposed to the

users in a client-side browser.

On the high level, the external effects could be a crash where the

execution of a request handler terminates due to unhandled errors

and the server hosting the web application generates a generic

response corresponding to the errors, which may be difficult for

users to understand; errors where web applications catch some

underlying errors and generate a response with user-friendly error

messages; semantics where the misbehavior is related to specific

application logic; a hang where no responses are returned; and

performance where the server responds requests slowly.

Each of these types of external effects could manifest differently

for different types of racing resources, and some of them can be

further categorized into subtypes.

5.1.1 External effects: crashes due to unhandled errors. When a

request handler crashes due to unhandled errors, users will see a

blank page or generic error messages of internal application details

that are difficult to understand, as developers did not foresee such

a situation and did not write error-handling code. For request races
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resulting in crashes, we usually see words “crash” or “critical failure”

being mentioned in the bug report and discussion. In our studied

request races, we see that races causing crashes can happen in all

three types of web applications.

All the 32 studied request races that lead to crashes and race

on database are in ORM-based web applications, but none of them

are in raw-SQL web applications. The reason for the above phe-

nomenon is that raw-SQL application developers write their own

APIs interacting with the backend database, and the APIs check

the return values of queries being invoked, which includes infor-

mation of whether errors happen. These APIs have the mechanism

to catch and handle errors that happen during query execution. In

contrast, the ORM frameworks do not catch and handle such errors,

even though they provide various database APIs, and developers

sometimes miss the requirement of catching and handling errors.

ORM frameworks provide various APIs to issue queries from the

applications to the database. However, suchAPIs are not concurrency-

safe. For example, two or more INSERT queries with the same data

to insert could be sent at the same time. One could succeed, and

others would cause the database to raise duplicate entry errors

if there are unique constraints on the table schema. The error is

returned to the web application. If the error is not handled, the

request handler execution terminates, and the server returns a re-

sponse indicating internal server errors happened. When such a

problem happens in raw-SQL applications, the error is wrapped

in the return value to the interface method. The error is caught,

and a user-friendly message is rendered and returned to the users

instead of error messages with internal application information

that is difficult for users to understand.

The crashes on files happen when a concurrent remote request

deletes the files that the local request is going to use. The request

handler finds that the files do not exist. When such errors are not

handled, they lead to crashes.

The crash on shared-memory data structure is similar to the file

cases. The data structure may yet to be created or have been deleted

when it is accessed. The request handler finds the data structure

NULL, which raises an unhandled error leading to a crash.

5.1.2 External effects: explicit errors. To return an explicit error to

a client, an error will first be reported, either from the underlying

system resource or through application-specific checking, then

error-handling code in the web application will be invoked, and

error messages are finally returned to the users. The errors could

root from database, file system, or application logic.

For explicit database errors, they are caused by concurrent re-

quests violating database constraints. Because the errors are han-

dled properly by the application, they do not cause crashes, and

instead, application-rendered error messages are returned to the

users. The database error could be caused by duplicate entries in

a table with unique constraints, unlocking a table twice, invalid

transactions, and entries not being found.

For explicit file system errors, they could be caused by failures

while performing various file system operations, e.g., creating or

removing a directory, opening a stream, and serializing data from

files. Request handlers checking for such failures will return a page

telling users the file operation fails and may also put more details

about the error into a log.

For application errors, they could be caused by failures during

application-specific validation. Examples of such validations in-

clude presence validations that check if a data entry exists, null

validations that check if an object is valid, and permission checks

that check if a particular user is allowed to access some page.

5.1.3 External effects: semantics violations. Request races leading to

semantics violations account for 54% of the effects of request races

we study. In these bugs, results violating the intended semantics

of the web applications are delivered to clients. Next, we discuss

them based on the type of racing resources.

For request races involving database only, we categorize the vio-

lated semantics into five types.

First, a request may return a page with content violating some

semantics assumption, which could happen due to reading partially

written, and thus corrupted, data of a racing request. In Bugzilla

292544, a user not in the security group, which means that she

cannot access security-related bugs, can access a security bug but

the bug disappears upon a page refresh. These two inconsistent

results are returned because the query adding a security-related bug

and the query updating its flags are not wrapped in a transaction in

the request handler. If a user tries to access a list of recently created

bugs in between these two queries, some newly added bugs may

have their flags not being updated yet and are thus visible to users

not in the security group.

Secondly, a request may return a page that is obviously wrong,

the expected result of which could be determined by the user based

on the current page. In Gitlab 22946, a user cherry-picks a commit

by clicking on a link on the current page, but a commit that is

different from the one chosen by the user is returned. It is due to a

write happening between the time of cherry-picking and the time

of result rendering, and a different commit is returned and rendered

instead of the one cherry-picked by the user.

Thirdly, if a request includes a read query of some data just

being written, users often expect to see the just written data on the

returned page, but when the request race happens, the just written

data does not show up due to the request race. In Moodle 24678,

the user adds a chat message and expects the returned latest chat

message to be the just added one. However, if a concurrent request

adds a chat message having the same timestamp, the user will see

this message instead of the one from herself.

Fourthly, if a request does data modification and just tells users it

succeeds without verifying the results, the data could be overwrit-

ten by the racing request without being noticed. As a result, any

request assuming successful data modification is holding a wrong

assumption. In Bugzilla 926952, a user sends a request to rename a

milestone. As there are 100 bugs associated with the milestone, this

request also changes the milestone field of these bugs. The returned

page indicates that all the rename operations succeed. However, a

concurrent request overwrites the changes on the milestone field of

bug entries back to the old name. Later, when querying bugs with

the new milestone name, no bugs are returned. The 100 bugs are

lost because they are associated with the old milestone name but

no milestone matches the old name.

Finally, after the manifestation of a request race, a user could

see duplicate entries shown on the related web page when refetch-

ing. Such cases happen because there are no unique constraints
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on the database table schema, and duplicate entries are allowed

in the database. However, the application semantics indicate the

entry should be unique, which unfortunately the application is also

not currently checking or enforcing. Because there are no errors,

we categorize them as semantics bugs, which violates the unique

intention of application logic.

For race bugs involving file only, a user could see corrupted file

contents. In Drupal 1377740, a user reports that the file move op-

eration is not atomic and file contents are accessible before they

are fully written. In other words, users can view half-written file

contents. The file could also have mixed contents from different

concurrent requests, and WordPress 31767 is an example of this,

where the .htaccess file is corrupted by concurrent file writes. File

races could also corrupt the directory. In Moodle 19718, a user tries

to delete a forum, but when the race happens, the operation deletes

the entire Moodle data directory.

For race bugs involving cache only, a user could get wrong data,

e.g., being able to read data modified by another user or even data

that should not be accessible. In WordPress 25883, in a multi-site

setup with two networks A and B, when a user requests for a record

named “testmetakey” from network A, she may get the record from

network B if there is an entry with the same name. This bug is

caused by not differentiating cache keys with the same name but

from different sites. A user could also get a page with empty data

for some components. In Drupal 2879512, a user may get a response

with the path aliases field of a node being empty. It happens because

the path alias cache key was deleted by a concurrent, racing request

after the local request checks the existence of the cache key but

before the local request updates the value.

For race bugs involving both database and cache, a user could find

that the contents on the returned page do not show the modified

data just sent by the request, and this applies to all our studied

request races involving both database and cache. In WordPress

20786, when a user attaches an image to a post, the content of the

cache key is cleared first, then the database is updated, and finally

the cache loads the updated data from the database. If a concurrent

remote request accessing the same cache key happens in between

the cache clear and database update, the cache key is found to be

empty and stale data is loaded to the cache. When the attaching-

image request accesses the cache key after a database update, it is

a cache hit, and stale data is returned to the user.

For race bugs involving shared-memory data structure only, a

user could see the data structure stores partial or wrong data. In

Gitlab 63507, a user reports a record with nil Kubernetes token

value persisting in the storage. Such request races could also lead to

missing records. In MediaWiki 28179, a user uploads multiple files

concurrently. When the race happens, only a subset of file records

will be shown in the file list.

5.1.4 External effects: performance related. We label one request

race from one raw-SQL web application as performance and two

as hang in Node.js applications. The difference is that in the per-

formance case, the request waits a long time to get responded to,

while in the hang cases, the request never gets responded to.

The request race being labeled as performance is WordPress

2088. When the race happens, repeated pingback operations are

issued, and the server is slowed down quickly due to this.

One request race being labeled as hang is fiware-pep-steelskin

269. The hang happens because the first request adds itself to listen

for certain events and then waits for the event, while the second

request clears the event listeners in between these two operations.

As a result, the first request never receives the event and appears

to be blocked forever. The other request race being labeled as hang

is from deepstream.io. The first request stops the server. While

handling the first request, all clients are disconnected, and the

handler will fire a stop event. In between these two operations, the

second request attempts to connect the server and succeeds, which

prevents the stop event from being fired. As a result, the server

process hangs and needs to be manually killed.

5.2 Request Races with Latent Effects

We consider a request race to have latent effects where the concur-

rent requests that cause the erroneous states differ from the request

that exposes the external effects of the bug to the client-side users.

In other words, the failure is revealed by a subsequent request that

does not happen concurrently with the racing request pairs. We

consider a request race non-latent if its misbehavior is exposed by

concurrent request pair in the request race.

Request races with external effects of crash, performance, and

hang are all non-latent. For request races having error messages,

they are non-latent if errors are first raised by the database or due to

file operation failures. However, some of the errors raised by appli-

cation validation are latent, meaning a third request will be needed

to expose the failure. When this is the case, the application valida-

tion is done in the third request but not in the two requests involved

in the race. For example, in Moodle 59854, a user can be enrolled

twice in the same forum, which means that there can be duplicate

entries in the forum_subscription table. This violates the applica-

tion logic, where one user should be enrolled once in the forum,

and the user identity should appear once in the forum_subscription

table. There are no error messages shown when enrolling the user

for the second time. However, when fetching the user subscription

list of the forum, the application checks if every user identity is

unique in the list, and an application error is raised if the validation

fails. In this bug, the error message is exposed by a subsequent

fetching list request, which does not have to be concurrent with

the user enrollment requests. As a result, this is a latent bug with

an error message effect.

Request races with semantics issues could be latent or non-latent.

For races on database, if the request has a read operation after a

write or the request fetches data only, an experienced user can de-

termine if the returned page matches the expected results, and such

bugs are non-latent. This applies to the first three subcategories of

request races leading to semantics violations we list in Table 3.

The remaining two subcategories are latent. Request races could

break data silently if unwanted data overwritten is not noticed. If

such silent data overwriting is not handled properly, it could lead to

failures that are difficult to understand and diagnose and, sometimes,

great data loss. The previously discussed Bugzilla 926952 is such a

request race.

For bugs having duplicate entries with no database errors, addi-

tional application semantics are needed to determine if such dupli-

cate entries are allowed.
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Table 4: Latent bugs: racing-resource types for internal effects, root cause patterns, manifestation conditions, and unserializ-

able patterns for atomicity violation

raw-SQL Django Hibernate Laravel Ruby on Rails Node.js Total

Number of bugs studied 43 15 1 2 27 5 93

Racing-Resource Types

Database single-table 32 12 0 2 23 3 72

Database multi-table 1 2 0 0 1 0 4

File 5 1 1 0 1 0 8

Cache only 4 0 0 0 2 0 6

Shared-memory data structure 1 0 0 0 0 2 3

Root Cause Patterns and Manifestation Conditions

Atomicity violation with two instances of the same request handler 31 11 1 2 25 4 74

Atomicity violation with two different request handlers 11 4 0 0 2 0 17

Order violation within one request handler 1 0 0 0 0 1 2

Unserializable Patterns for Atomicity Violation

(𝜖 |𝑅)𝑅′ (𝐴 |𝑊 |𝐷) (𝐴′ |𝑊 ′ |𝐷′ |𝑅′) 42 15 1 2 27 4 91

For races on file, if a request only modifies a file or directory

without reading the content later, request races involving such

requests are latent, as another request that read the file or directory

content is needed to detect the problem.

For races on cache only, if the involved request handler modi-

fies the value of a cache key, the response usually indicates if the

modification succeeds without returning contents of the cached

data. This type is latent, and users need to check the cached data

to verify if misbehaviors happen with an extra request.

For races on cache and database, these are all non-latent because

one request involved in such request races first clears the cache, then

loads data from database to cache, and finally returns the values

in cache to users. When the request races are triggered, users can

immediately notice if misbehavior happens by investigating the

contents on the returned page, as the returned data will be stale.

For races on shared-memory data structure, when the involved

requests do modification without reading the data structure, request

races are latent as users need to send another request to determine

if something is wrong.

Overall, we find that latent request races are more challenging to

handle. They may either need extra requests to expose the external

effects or need application-specific semantics knowledge, and thus

are more critical.

5.3 Internal Effects of Latent Request Races

To better handle latent request races and catch them early, we

analyze the latent bugs in more detail. Specifically, we pay close

attention to how the data in the persistent storage are erroneous to

achieve a better understanding of what tools can be developed to

detect such bugs before they are exposed to users.

Table 4 shows the overall results. Latent request races could

involve only a single type of racing resource. We find latent request

races involving all types of racing resources, i.e., database, file,

cache, and shared-memory data structures.

For latent request races on database, the internal effects include

wrong data in a single table and inconsistent data between tables

having application logic correlation.

The majority of latent races involve a single table. Internally, as

they exhibit the atomicity violation pattern, where a remote write,

append, or delete operation happens between two local operations,

the second operation will be affected by the remote operation, but

the internal effect requires a subsequent request fetching the just

changed data to make the misbehavior externally visible.

Web applications could use multiple tables to store data that are

correlated. In WordPress, post data are stored in a post table, and

data correlated to the post are stored in a post_meta table, which is

also used for recovering a trashed post. However, when the race

happens, the data between these two tables can be inconsistent. For

example, a comment could not be backed up in the post_meta table

and disappears when recovering the post, to which the comment

belongs. Note that such correlation is inferred from web application

logic, but no validations or constraints enforce the correlation in

the application code or the database schema.

For latent request races on files, the internal effects are corrupted

file or directory, where the file is corrupted with incomplete or

wrong data or the directory structure is broken. For latent request

races on cache, the internal effects could be overwritten cache

data or cache key not being updated due to key deletion. For latent

request races on shared-memory data structures, the internal effects

could be shared data structures containing wrong data.

In Table 4, we also show the root cause patterns, manifestation

conditions, and unserializable patterns for atomicity violations,

from which we can see that some request races violating order

assumptions also require a subsequent fetching request to expose

the misbehaviors, and are thus latent.

6 RQ3: FIXES

With the context of feral concurrency control presented in Section 2,

fix strategies can be categorized as using database transactions, var-

ious locking strategies, validations, and semantics changes. We do

not find request races fixed by using the application-level associa-

tion primitive. Table 5 shows the overall results. Below, we detail

each fix strategy.

Transactions.Developers fix the races bywrapping queries into

a transaction to prevent database from being in a state where mixed

contents from concurrent requests exist. In MediaWiki 129462,

developers wrap a select and insert query into a transaction to

avoid duplicate entries.

More interestingly, request races could also sometimes be fixed

by removing certain transactions, and we find four such cases in
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Table 5: Overall results on fix strategies

raw-SQL Django Hibernate Laravel Ruby on Rails Node.js Total

Number of bugs studied 109 35 5 3 86 11 249

Database

Transaction: Add transaction 4 1 0 1 1 0 7

Transaction: Remove transaction 0 0 0 0 4 0 4

Locking: Database lock 11 9 0 0 15 2 37

Locking: Distributed lock 0 0 0 0 2 0 2

Validation: Presence 1 0 0 0 1 0 2

Validation: Uniqueness 2 0 0 0 1 0 3

Validation: Custom constraint 13 4 0 1 2 0 20

Semantics: Catch and handle errors on app side 5 9 1 0 13 0 28

Semantics: Add database-side uniqueness constraint 7 0 0 0 5 1 13

Semantics: Handle conflict in query 6 0 0 0 3 0 9

Semantics: Rescue database data on race 2 2 0 0 1 0 5

Semantics: Frontend 4 0 0 0 1 0 5

Other semantics 14 3 0 0 10 0 27

Order enforcement 0 3 0 0 12 1 16

File

Locking: File lock 5 2 0 0 0 0 7

Locking: Custom lock based on database entries 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Validation: Presence 5 0 0 1 0 0 6

Semantics: Catch and handle errors on app side 6 0 0 0 2 0 8

Semantics: Write to unique file or dir 6 0 1 0 3 0 10

Semantics: Read in fixed chunk size 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Order enforcement 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Cache only

Validation: Custom constraint 4 0 0 0 0 0 4

Semantics: Check return value of cache fetch 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Semantics: Write to unique cache key 3 0 0 0 0 0 3

Semantics: Use correct API 0 0 0 0 2 0 2

Semantics: Use new storage 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Cache with database

Validation: Custom constraint 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Semantics: Postpone cache operation after database update 3 1 0 0 0 0 4

Shared-memory data structure

Locking: Thread lock 0 0 2 0 1 1 4

Validation: Custom constraint 0 0 1 0 1 5 7

Semantics: Catch and handle errors on app side 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Semantics: Change storage to database 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Semantics: Include unique value in condition 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Order enforcement 0 1 0 0 3 1 5

our studied request races. In Discourse 3854, users report that they

are not being notified after a staff member responds to their posts.

Users can only find out the response by checking the messages

page in their profiles. When a staff member responds to a post, a

message entry is created in the database. Right after the message

creation, an asynchronous job is dispatched to alert users of the

new response message. However, the message creation operation

is wrapped in a transaction. When the asynchronous job fetches

the just created message, the transaction is not committed yet, and

the job fetches nothing. As a result, users are not notified of the

response from staff. By removing the transaction, the asynchronous

job can read the necessary data to notify the right users about the

staff’s response.

Locking. For request races on database, we see developers us-

ing two types of locks to fix races, which are database locks and

distributed locks.

Regarding the database lock, it could be the generic table locks

in the database. In Bugzilla 292544, developers lock the whole ta-

ble to prevent remote concurrent reads get in-progress local write

contents. It could be the generic row locks provided by database.

In MediaWiki 51581, developers add “FOR UPDATE” in the query

string, which locks the selected entry and avoids concurrent modi-

fication. It could also be a lock implemented using entries in the

database. In Drupal 1182754, developers create an entry named as

advagg_insert_bundle_db in the semaphore table to store the lock

versions and avoid duplicate entries in database.

Distributed lock is a cross-process lock. It synchronizes execu-

tions between requests and can be implemented using Redis. In

Discourse 8819, distributed locks are used to avoid inconsistent

column contents while processing a post.

For races on file, we see file locks and custom locks implemented

using database entries. In WordPress 31767, file locks are used

to prevent concurrent file writing, which avoids corrupting the

.htaccess file. In WordPress 34878, developers implement a lock

by entries in the wp_option table to prevent critical failures that

happen because of concurrent file deletion during core updates.

For races on shared-memory data structure, thread locks are

used. In spree 6719, developers use a random number generator

using thread locks to avoid writing entries with the same random

number to the database.

We do not see any request races on cache-related request races

being fixed with locks.
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Constraint validations. For races on database, we find that

developers use presence validation, uniqueness validation, and cus-

tom constraint validation to fix races. Note that, the concept of

constraint validation is borrowed from the context of feral concur-

rency control primitives provided by ORM frameworks. We extend

it to the scope of raw-SQL web applications, and we also extend it

to operations not related to database accesses.

Presence validation checks if a given entry is null or empty.

In Gitlab 6881, the fix checks if a given project is null and skips

removing records of the associated artifacts if the check finds that

the project is not null.

Uniqueness validation checks if a given entry is unique by com-

paring it with other records in the database. In other words, a

SELECT query is sent checking if the unique field value of the

entry appears in the database. Then, the application would issue

an INSERT or an UPDATE query based on the SELECT query re-

sult. In Moodle 46651, developers use the uniqueness validation to

avoid duplicate entries, where a SELECT query is sent to check if

the record to be inserted exists. If it does not, an INSERT query is

issued; if it does, an UPDATE query updating the existing record

with current parameters is issued.

Custom constraint validation could be some checks related to

specific application logic, and without the check, races can happen

and cause misbehaviors. The check could be on a local variable hold-

ing content from a file, a query result from the database, or values

generated during the application execution. In Bugzilla 391073, the

race is fixed by checking if _throw_error function is called within

eval(), and the fix skips unlocking the table if the condition is true.

In WordPress 11073, the race is fixed by reading and checking the

post status, and the fix skips adding the comment if the post has a

trash status.

For races on file, we find that developers use presence validation

to fix races. In MediaWiki 51391, the failure of a mkdir operation

could be caused by a concurrent request doing the same operation.

The fix adds a presence checking, which checks if the directory

already exists. If the mkdir fails because the directory has been

created by a concurrent request, no warnings or errors should be

passed to the users causing panic. This fix pattern is also used in

Drupal, Moodle, and October. We do not find custom constraint

validation for races on file.

For races involving cache, we only find developers use custom

constraint validation but no uniqueness or presence validation, and

the check is also specific to application logic. In MediaWiki 94491,

the fix adds a check to see if a user rename status is finished in

the database but not in the cache. The cache will be purged if the

condition is true and loads the latest data from the database. In

Drupal 2879512, the fix checks if the cache entry was created but

now is deleted when executing the code line and skips doing certain

operations if the condition is true, which avoids corrupting cache

with incomplete data.

Our results show that even in ORM-based web applications,

the number of request races fixed by adding constraint validation

is small. For the two types of constraint validations that can be

found in our studied request races, the I-confluence of the presence

constraint depends and the uniqueness constraint is not I-confluent.

Therefore, while adding these constraint validations can reduce the

racing window, the request races may still not be completed fixed.

For custom constraint validations, their I-confluence needs to be

investigated case-by-case, and we leave it for future work.

Semantics changes. Partly due to the small number of request

races fixed by using constraint validations, 49% of request races are

fixed involving semantics changes. There are various fix strategies

that change the application logic, and we are going to discuss some

major approaches.

Catch and handle errors on the application side is a commonly

seen fix strategy. By properly handling the errors, users will not

panic by a crash that only provides difficult-to-understand infor-

mation and instead with informative, case-specific error messages.

On request races involving cache only, the fix strategy “check

return value of cache fetch” is similar. In WordPress 15545, the re-

quest handler updates cache and then reads and returns the updated

data to users. However, a concurrent cache key deletion could make

the cache read in the first request handler return an empty array.

Developers think valid information, even stale, is better than an

empty array. The fix first stores stale cache data into a variable. If

the cache read gets an empty array, stale data is returned.

For races on database, developers would add uniqueness con-

straints to the table schema, which prevents duplicate entries on the

database side. Theywould further add “ONCONFLICT” in the query

string, so the database updates fields of duplicate entries instead

of raising an error. In order to ensure data integrity, developers

refetch the just updated data to see if any semantic assumptions are

violated. In WordPress 22023, developers refetch the just inserted

entry and delete duplicates if more than one is returned. Develop-

ers also fix races by disabling a button in the frontend to prevent

concurrent requests from happening. With these subcategories of

semantics changes, we label 27 request races involving database as

other semantics changes, as the semantics changes in these fixes

are very diverse and application specific.

For races on file, developers would write contents to unique

temp files and then use atomic rename to avoid corrupted files.

One request race is fixed by reading a file in a fixed chunk size.

In Moodle 41291, the file size was stored in a local variable, and

the file size was used to read file content. However, a concurrent

request could modify the file and changes the file size. As a result,

truncated or corrupted file content could be read. The fix reads the

file in a fixed chunk size until reaching the end of the file.

For races on cache, other than checking the return value of

cache fetching, developers could also fix request races by directing

writes to unique cache keys, using correct cache APIs, or using new

storage. The first two cases are intuitive, and we give an example

of the third case. In MediaWiki 105105, the race is fixed by using

WANObjectCache, which broadcasts cache updates to all sites so

that no site will have stale data to be returned to users.

For races on cache and database, developers could enforce the

cache update to happen after database updates, making cache load

the latest data after the database is updated.

For races on shared-memory data structure, change storage to

database and include unique value in condition are used to fix two

request races.

Order enforcement. For order violation races, developers fix

them by enforcing the order, which can be achieved by moving the

code snippet, registering the function with the event happening at

the proper timing, adding delay, and using synchronized operations.
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7 DISCUSSION

Next, we discuss future research opportunities enabled by our re-

sults in combating request races.

Pattern-based detection. In our studied bugs, ORM-based web

applications have many races manifesting as order violations, while

raw-SQL web applications have only one. While techniques pro-

posed for detecting races manifesting as atomicity violations in

raw-SQL web applications [72] can be adapted for ORM-based web

applications, we need new techniques for detecting races manifest-

ing as order violations in ORM-based web applications.

API-usage-guided detection.As discussed in Section 5.1.1, ORM

frameworks provide APIs that are not always concurrency-safe, and

programmers are expected to handle errors returned by these APIs.

However, developers of ORM-based web applications could have a

misunderstanding of these APIs or fail to handle errors returned by

these APIs. Future research could detect API misusages and missing

error handling in ORM-based web applications.

Effect-oriented detection.Our results show that more than half

of the collected bugs do not have an explicit error message alerting

users that misbehavior happens. Future work can use an invariant-

based method to detect such bugs.

Bug fixing. Our results show that developers often change ap-

plication logic to fix races, and this is true even for web applications

built on top of ORM frameworks that provide feral concurrency-

control mechanisms. Future work on race fixing should be aware

of this finding. If generic synchronization mechanisms are used for

automated fixing, the evaluation may need to compare automated

patches with manual ones.

8 RELATEDWORK

A lot of research efforts have been spent on races and concur-

rency bugs in multi-threaded programs. Researchers have con-

ducted thorough empirical characteristic studies [45, 64] and the

study results guide the development of tools for various purposes,

e.g., bug detection [39, 40, 44, 48, 65, 74, 83, 84], program test-

ing [47, 58, 69, 75, 77, 81], failure diagnosis [34, 35, 51, 53, 66],

and fixing [50, 52, 61, 62]. Researchers have also proposed tech-

niques targeting process races on the operating-system level [55]

and distributed concurrency bugs in distributed and cloud sys-

tems [56, 57, 59, 60, 63]. As argued in our previous study [72], these

techniques target races inside the system layer, and they are not

effective for request races, which are races in the web applications

hosted on top of the system layer.

Specific to the external and internal effects of concurrency bugs,

the previous study [45] focuses on concurrency bugs in MySQL,

which is a multi-threaded program. While MySQL is commonly

used as the backend database in web applications, concurrency

bugs in MySQL are different from request races in web applications,

which follows from the same arguments made in our previous

study [72]. Nevertheless, we follow their methodology and get

inspiration from their study to conduct ours.

Also note that our study focuses on request races on the server-

side, and thus we have a different focus compared with recent work

that focuses on client-side race detection [33, 38, 49, 67, 70, 73, 82]

and fixing [32].

On the studies of concurrency bugs in web applications, while

the one by us [72] is the most comprehensive and the state-of-

the-art, there are also two related studies on concurrency bugs in

applications developed on top of the Node.js framework [43, 78].

However, the number of request races in web applications covered

by these two studies is only 11 [72], and the remaining concurrency

bugs are not on the server-side or from applications that are not

web applications. While we focus on request races in this work, a

study focusing on deadlocks has also been conducted [71].

9 THREATS TO VALIDITY

In this section, we describe several potential validity threats our

study may be subject to and our ways to address them.

(1) The applications in our study cannot represent all real-world

ORM-based web applications. To minimize this threat, we choose

popular web applications with more than 2K stars and exclude those

inactive ones since 2017. Our application selection covers popular

ORM frameworks written in various programming languages.

(2) Wemaymiss relevant bug reports while searching for races in

the bug tracking system. We mitigate this threat by using keyword

search in both bug descriptions and discussion as well as the commit

history. We also include all request races from the previous study.

To this end, our numbers of request races from raw-SQL and ORM-

based web applications are close.

(3) We inspect bug reports manually, which may be subject to

human errors while characterizing request races. To alleviate this

threat, we first double-check the characterization results in our

previous study. Then, two authors first independently investigate

the bugs, including those that have been previously studied and

those newly collected from ORM-based web applications, with

all available resources, including bug description and discussion,

patches, and source code. Once they finish, they cross-check their

results and reach a consensus.

10 CONCLUSION

Request races impose a great challenge to the reliability and secu-

rity of web applications. To better understand request races, we

complement the state-of-the-art study by augmenting more request

races from ORM-based web applications in different programming

languages. We investigate the external effects of request races and

characterize those lead to semantics violations. We further divide re-

quest races into latent and non-latent and study the internal effects

of latent ones. We summarize various fix strategies for raw-SQL and

ORM-based web applications in the context of feral concurrency

control primitives available in ORM frameworks. We expect our

results to be useful to guide the design and development of future

tools for combating request races.
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